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JWANA HAMDAN’S ‘COURTYARD’ AT DOWNTOWN DESIGN 2023

Jwana Hamdan returns to Dubai Design Week with brand-new, high-end
outdoor furniture inspired by a luxurious courtyard.
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Jwana Hamdan’s ‘Courtyard’ at Downtown Design 2023 – Courtesy of Jwana Hamdan.

DESIGN BOX – A pivotal architectural element in Arabic and Mediterranean traditional houses, the

courtyard symbolises the heart of a home. Combining privacy with the aesthetics of a garden, at

the Downtown Design Fair, Jwana Hamdan recreates a tranquil sanctuary for reflection and

relaxation.

RELATED STORIES: Discover more outdoor furniture design on Archipanic.

Courtesy of Jwana Hamdan.

The MAJLIS modular sofa for outdoor use takes its name from a traditional space used in Arab

countries dedicated to hospitality and conviviality. The seating system features generous

dimensions, rounded shapes, and exceptional seating comfort. Design by Lorenza Bozzoli.

 

GHAF TEA TABLE and MAITHA LOUNGE CHAIRS by Jwana Hamdan – Credits ph. Luca Argenton

MAITHA, an Arabic name meaning “fertile garden,” is an outdoor lounge chair boasting a bold

aesthetic. The iroko wood structure features robust legs that provide stability and support to the

chair, a comfortable seat cushion and a roll-shaped backrest. The external fabrics are removable

and washable and made of 100% recyclable polypropylene yarns. Designed by Lorenza Bozzoli, the

sofa is available with or without armrests.

EMIR SOFA by Jwana Hamdan – Credits ph. Luca Argenton.

EMIR, “prince” in Arabic, is a refined sofa that combines original details with flexible composition

options. Distinguished by its unique backrests, which feature hand-knotted rope crafted through

macramé techniques, EMIR recreates the ambience of a modern-day Thousand and One Nights.

Jwana Hamdan’s new colour palette at Downtown Design 2023 – Credits ph. Luca Argenton.

Founded by Jwana Hamdan, a Lebanese-born Italian entrepreneur, the eponymous brand aims to

be the first outdoor furniture brand where Italian design know-how meets a cosmopolitan Middle

Eastern-inspired cultural heritage.

Contact: info@jwanahamdan.com

Instagram: @jwanahamdan_official

About Design Box

DesignBox is Archipanic’s free space dedicated to design product launches. A virtual showroom of

selected pieces ranging from home furniture – including bathroom, kitchen, outdoor, office, and

urban design – textiles, home accessories, lighting design, materials, and high-tech

innovations. archipanic.com/design-box

Would you like to see your new products and collections on Archipanic? Read our guidelines

and submit your products by filling out this form HERE. We will select the products we like the

most and publish them for free on the platform. Some published products will also be featured in

our editorial round-up posts on the website’s home page.
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